Preparation of pallet covers on-demand
Make your own covers and bags simply with MULTICOVER 940 & 950
940

940

950
Bag sealing with RIPACK® heat shrink tool *

Multicover 940 or 950 allows the
operator to make any size pallet
covers and bags from rolls of film
tubing.
Multicover 940 or 950 requires the use of
a RIPACK® heat shrink tool to do the
sealing operation.
Using Multicover 940 or 950 is easy
after sealing the top
or the side of the pack
depending on the type
of film used (gusseted,
pre-folded...),
it
is
unrolled
to
the
required length and
then cut.


A front “T” stand (170 cm length, 67 inches) allows
measuring of the film to the necessary length and holds
the prepared bags (not available on Multicover 940).


The film cut is made with a manual cutter on
Multicover 940 and with a manual sliding blade on
Multicover 950.


The two reels dispenser Multicover 9503* allows using
up to 3 reels simultaneously  with the casters as
standard, the set becomes completely mobile.
(casters not available on Multicover 940).

Type

Multicover 940

Multicover 950

RIPACK® heat shrink tool *

Sealing process
Manual cut process

Knife or scissors

Blade on sliding carriage

Maximum sealing capacity

thickness 4 x 500 µ - width 1500mm (59 inches)

Maximum acceptable reel

Ø 500 mm ( 20’’ ) - 200 kg ( 440 lbs )

Weight - Dimensions (L x W) 28kg (62lbs) 1800 x 530 mm (71’’x21’’) 72kg (159lbs) 1800 x 650 mm (71’’x26’’)
Contact us for other models
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RIPACK 2200 *
heat shrink tool
* sold

separately

Multicover 940
Two film reels
dispenser
Multicover
9503*
880 - 925

Distributed by

Multicover 950

sold separately

information and pictures in this brochure refer to product specifications updated at the time of publication based on the date mentioned on this page. RIPACK ®
reserves the right to modify at any time, colors, materials, features and specifications of its models. Some models may be shown with accessories and / or features
are not available in some countries. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any form or by any means is prohibited without prior RIPACK ®.
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